This paper outlines a model of the Australian private health insurance industry embedded within Australia’s broader health services structure. The model is used to examine issues such as adverse selection and risk differentiation, and policies such as Lifetime Health Cover, the Medicare Levy Surcharge and the 30% rebate. This analysis gives rise to conclusions regarding future policy development. First, private health insurance cannot be considered outside the broader health framework. Second, Medicare quality may best be improved through changes in private health insurance regulation. Third, a convergence of private health insurance coverage is not necessarily an indication of stability. Finally, risk-differentiation by insurers is unlikely to be successful in Australia’s regulatory environment. The strength of the model revolves around the interaction of differing risk attitude and differing risk type.
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1. Introduction

The Australian private health insurance industry has experienced significant changes in both regulation and the number of people insuring in the last decade. Chief among the industry’s worries have been increasing costs and declining coverage, exacerbated by adverse selection problems (Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Percentage of Australian population covered by private insurance**

In response, the Government requested an Industry Commission inquiry into Private Health Insurance, the final report of which was released in April 1997. The Industry Commission’s breakdown of the reasons behind increasing premiums is set out in Table 1.
Table 1: Key contributors to real increases in hospital insurance premiums, 1989-90 to 1995-96

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Contribution to increase in hospital insurance premiums (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changes in admissions per SEU</td>
<td>39.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in average length of stay</td>
<td>-30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift from public to private</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private hospital bed day benefits</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management costs</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Underlying Factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Factor</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ageing (1990-1995)</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse selection (1990-1995)</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 1 The number of SEUs equals the number of single policies plus twice the number of family policies.

The report heralded some significant changes in Government regulation of the industry. The Government has tried to reverse the decline in coverage through subsidies, Lifetime Health Cover and other changes to the regulatory environment, in order to lessen pressure on the Government health budget.

Perhaps the most significant feature of Australia’s private health insurance system is community rating. This means that insurers are not allowed to risk discriminate and leads to adverse selection concerns. Lifetime Health Cover has targeted this aspect of the regulatory environment.
On 31 December 1998, the 30% rebate came into effect. As its name suggests, it was a 30% subsidy towards private health insurance and replaced the subsidy provided under the Private Health Insurance Incentives Scheme (PHIIS). It is estimated that the 30% rebate led to a 7% increase in coverage (Butler 2002, p30). The Medicare Levy Surcharge replaced the other part of PHIIS by charging an additional 1% of taxable income for high-income people not privately insured.

In July 2000 Lifetime Health Cover (LHC) was introduced. It penalised late entry into private insurance by imposing a 2% loading on top of a base premium for every year a new entrant is older than 30, up to a maximum 70% loading. LHC has been successful in increasing coverage with the proportion of the population covered by a private hospital table increasing from 31.0% to 43.0% from the announcement of the policy to its implementation (Butler 2002, p31).

Another change in regulation was allowing insurers to cover more of the out-of-pocket expenses of consumers in what is known as no-gap insurance.

This paper develops a general model of the Australian industry and health system and uses this to analyse recent Government policies and industry trends outlined above. Section 2 develops the basic model and introduces some comparative static analysis methods. Section 3 considers shocks to the model, which in many
cases require extension of the basic model developed in the previous section.

Section 4 concludes.

2. The Model

Australia’s private health insurance industry can be modelled as a simple relationship between insurance choices and Medicare’s budget allocation - represented in Medicare quality/coverage space. As Medicare quality improves fewer people will be attracted to private health insurance and coverage will fall (the consumer choice curve in Figure 2). On the other hand, a decrease in coverage means that the Government can provide a lower quality of Medicare with a fixed budget (the budget curve in Figure 2). The intersection of these curves gives an equilibrium for private health insurance coverage and Medicare quality.

Figure 2: Private health insurance equilibrium
To investigate some of the possible properties of the consumer choice curve, a simulation exercise was conducted incorporating adverse selection and community rating. It is outlined in some detail next.

### 2.1 The Consumer Choice Curve

Consumers are the main element of the model, as insurers have a generally reactionary role. Consumers are assumed to have an instantaneous utility function of the following form:

\[
u(c) = c^\alpha, \quad \alpha \in [0,1]
\]

\(c\) is consumption of a bundle of goods and services. \(\alpha\) is the level of risk aversion of each consumer. Consumers do not have the same risk attitude \((\alpha)\). It is instead distributed between zero and one, with one being risk neutral and zero being consumption indifferent. No consumers are risk seeking in terms of their instantaneous utility function.

Health state utility is assumed to be additively separate to consumption utility and can thus be ignored. This implies that the marginal utility of consumption is unchanging with health state. The empirical literature justifies this separation as there is no clear evidence of changing marginal utility of consumption with health state. Viscusi and Evans (1990) find marginal utility of income increases with health, while Evans and Viscusi (1991) find that the health impact “does not
alter the structure of the utility function in a fundamental way” (p94) and could be modelled as a loss in income. Lillard and Weiss (1997) find that marginal utility of consumption decreases with better health\(^1\). There is thus no consensus.

Consumers aggregate utility over health states using rank dependent expected utility (RDEU) as this is empirically favoured over expected utility (Camerer and Ho 1994, Tversky and Fox 1995, Wu and Gonzalez 1996, Prelec 1998). RDEU can change adverse selection results (Ryan and Vaithianathan 2000). Briefly, RDEU in its usual form implies that consumers over-rate extreme events and is formulated as follows:

\[
U = \sum_{i=1}^{n} u(c_i) h_i
\]

where

\[
h_i = w\left(\sum_{j=1}^{i} p_j\right) - w\left(\sum_{j=1}^{i-1} p_j\right)
\]

There are \(n\) states of the world. The states are ranked with the state with highest utility given \(i = 1\) and the worst state given \(i = n\). \(h_i\) is the probability weighting of state of the world \(i\). Note that \(\sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i = 1\). That is, the revised probability weights add to one. \(p_i\) is the probability of state \(i\) occurring. \(w(x)\) is a function which can be estimated empirically.

\(^1\) This has the interesting but questionable implication that utility in different health states must converge as consumption increases.
Assuming only two states occur (well and sick) means the RDEU formulation reduces to:

\[ U = w(p)u(c_w) + (1 - w(p))u(c_s) \]  

(3)

where \( p \) is the probability of being well and the subscripts \( w \) and \( s \) refer to well and sick states respectively. \( u(c_w) \) is ranked above \( u(c_s) \) as health utility is greater when well and, assuming consumers cannot over-insure, consumption utility is also greater when well.

For the function \( w(x) \), I adopt an inverse S-shaped empirical estimation of Wu and Gonzalez (1996), which is consistent with other estimations. Wu and Gonzalez estimated the following functional form for \( w(x) \) along with a utility function, \( u^\alpha \).

\[ w(x) = \frac{x^\gamma}{(x^\gamma + (1 - x)^\gamma)^{1/\gamma}} \]  

(4)

Their estimation was \( \gamma = 0.71, \alpha = 0.5 \). The \( \alpha \) used in the model in this paper is not a single number but I will assume identical utility aggregation over consumers and adopt the Wu and Gonzalez estimation. There is no correlation between risk-type and risk attitude. This gives the graph of \( w(x) \) shown in Figure 3.
Note that \( w(x) = x \) when \( x = 0.37 \). This means for our two state model, if \( p > 0.37 \) then the consumer is pessimistic as they understate the probability of being well, whilst if \( p < 0.37 \) the consumer is optimistic.

The consumer’s budget constraint in the well state is:

\[
c_w + \rho = y
\]

(5)

The consumer’s budget constraint in the sick state is:

\[
c_s + \rho + S = y + B
\]

(6)

\( \rho \) is the premium paid for insurance (if insurance is not purchased \( \rho = 0 \)), \( S \) is the cost of illness and \( B \) is the amount by which the insurance company (or Medicare) reduces the cost of being sick, which is dependent on the premium. Since consumers cannot over-insure \( B \leq S \), \( S \) includes both direct and indirect
income costs (e.g. paying the surgeon and the consumer’s waiting and lost income costs).

Consumers are either high risk \((h)\) or low risk \((l)\) in terms of their probability of getting sick. \((h\) and \(l\) are also used as the number of high-risk and low-risk people.) The consumer knows his own type whilst the insurance company doesn’t (or can’t use the information if it is known). This situation of asymmetric information drives the dynamic adverse selection processes that will occur in the model.

All consumers have the same income in the basic model. This assumption will be relaxed later in order to model the Medicare Levy Surcharge.

The consumers described above choose one of the available insurance contracts offered to maximise their RDEU. The available insurance contracts are initially assumed to be full insurance or Medicare, with the insurer not being able to risk discriminate. Insurers make expected profits of zero. Assuming no cross-subsidisation between policies, this gives the premium as:

\[
\rho = \frac{\bar{S} \left( \hat{h}(1 - P_h) + \hat{l}(1 - P_l) \right)}{\hat{h} + \hat{l}}
\]  

Here \(\bar{S}\) is the dollar amount the insurer incurs if an insured person gets sick, \(P_h\) and \(P_l\) are the probabilities of being well for high-risk people and low-risk people.
respectively and \( \hat{h} \) and \( \hat{l} \) are the numbers of high-risk and low-risk people insured under that policy.

I will generally assume that the dollar amount incurred by the insurance company if an insured person gets sick exactly equals the reduction in consumption costs of the individual of being sick.\(^2\) That is, \( S = \hat{S} \). Later in the paper, the effect of changes in costs \( (\hat{S}) \) are analysed.

Medicare is modelled as free insurance cover provided by the Government which reduces the costs of a consumer’s sickness by \( mS \), where \( m \) is in \([0,1]\).

Intuitively, \( m \) represents the quality of Medicare. If \( m \) equals one, then Medicare provides the same cover as full insurance but at no charge, while if \( m \) equals zero, Medicare is equivalent to no insurance.

Modelling Medicare in this way is appropriate as having private insurance does not preclude a person from using Medicare and thus private insurance must be at least as valuable. In terms of direct costs Medicare covers nearly everything, and often more than private insurance. In terms of indirect costs, Medicare often has long waiting times. The quality of treatment in private hospitals might also be considered to be marginally higher than that of public hospitals. How \( m \) maps to quality measures such as waiting lists is left for further investigation.

\(^2\) The model allows a separation of the dollar benefit to the consumer from the dollar amount incurred by the insurer. There is reason to suppose they could be different given moral hazard and indirect costs.
To get the consumer choice line the consumer insurance decision is combined with the zero expected profit condition.

A consumer will choose full insurance if the premium is smaller than their risk premium. Since the risk premium decreases with decreased risk aversion (increased $\alpha$), we can solve for threshold values of $\alpha$ for high and low risk consumers. Those with a higher $\alpha$ will have a lower risk premium and therefore choose Medicare. Those with a lower $\alpha$ will have a higher risk premium and thus choose full insurance. The threshold values of $\alpha$ are found by the following equations:

$$U^{F}_h = (y - \rho)^{\alpha_h} = w(P_h)y^{\alpha_h} + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_h} = U^{M}_h$$

and

$$U^{F}_l = (y - \rho)^{\alpha_l} = w(P_l)y^{\alpha_l} + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_l} = U^{M}_l$$

$\alpha_h$ is the threshold value for high-risk consumers and $\alpha_l$ is the threshold value for low risk consumers. The superscripts $F$ and $M$ refer to full insurance and Medicare respectively. The number of people insured is thus $hG(\alpha_h)$ high-risk people and $lG(\alpha_l)$ low-risk people, where $G$ is the distribution function of consumers over risk attitude.

---

3 The risk premium is adjusted for the probability weighting and Medicare quality.
Using the above expressions, letting risk attitude be uniformly distributed\(^4\) and remembering that \(\bar{S} = B = S\) gives the modified version of (7):

\[
\rho = \frac{S(h\alpha_h(1 - P_h) + l\alpha_l(1 - P_l))}{h\alpha_h + l\alpha_l}
\]  

Equations (8) and (9) fully characterise the equilibrium. If a solution exists with \(\alpha_h \neq 0\) then it is unique (Appendix 1). The system is not solvable explicitly, but is solvable numerically due to the uniqueness of the solution. In addition, a number of comparative static analyses can be conducted on the system.

There are two useful diagrammatic representations of this model shown in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the equilibrium in (premium, \(\alpha\)) space. Each premium line is dependent on the equilibrium amount of the other type of people insuring. The risk premium lines are not dependent on the decision of the other type of people. The equilibrium is where the risk premium and premium line for each type cut at the same premium, where the premium lines are dependent on the other type’s solution.

Figure 5 shows the equilibrium in terms of response functions of high and low risk consumers. These diagrams are useful in analysing the shocks that will be explored in later sections.

---

\(^4\) This assumption is not at all crucial. A peaked distribution function with the same average would actually lead to a steeper consumer choice curve.
Figure 4: Interior solution in \((\rho, \alpha)\) space (for parameters: \(P_h=0.8\), \(P_l=0.82\), \(m=0.4\), \(h=l\), \(y=10\), \(S=5\)).

![Figure 4: Interior solution in \((\rho, \alpha)\) space](image)

Figure 5: The equilibrium in \((\alpha_l, \alpha_h)\) space – reaction functions of consumers.

![Figure 5: The equilibrium in \((\alpha_l, \alpha_h)\) space](image)
Conducting numerical simulations for this model of the consumer choice curve gives some surprising results. Firstly, the slope of the consumer choice curve is extremely steep – that is, small changes in Medicare quality lead to large changes in coverage (Figure 6). This is because an increase in Medicare quality simultaneously makes Medicare more attractive and, through adverse selection, makes full insurance less attractive. In terms of the reaction functions, both shift down.

**Figure 6: Medicare quality against coverage**

2.2 *The Budget Curve*

Turning now to the other side of model – the Medicare budget allocation. A government can allocate money to Medicare in a variety of different ways. At one extreme is a fixed allocation regardless of how much Medicare is used while at the other is open-ended funding. Australia’s system lies somewhere in between with consumers receiving a set payout for some treatments (e.g. Doctors
consultation) but fixed budgets for public hospitals. Therefore the budget curve is not at either extreme of steepness or flatness.

2.3 Conclusions from the Equilibrium Model

A significant implication arising from this endogenous Medicare quality model is that the Government may be relatively powerless to change Medicare quality through increased funding. An increase in the Government budget will shift the budget line right so that for a given level of coverage the quality of Medicare will increase. However, as consumers adjust their choices due to the new budget they will move out of private insurance. This process will continue until we arrive at the point where the consumer choice line cuts the new budget constraint. Due to the extreme sensitivity of the consumer choice line, the resulting quality of Medicare will not be much higher than it was originally, while the number of people covered by private health insurance will have fallen substantially. The increased funding has just substituted private funding of medical services for Government funding without significantly improving the quality of the Government services in the long term. In the short term Government funding may increase quality substantially as information on Medicare quality will be slow to emerge.

Instead, Government policy aimed at improving Medicare quality should focus on changing the consumer choice curve through private insurance schemes.
Lifetime Health Cover (LHC) is a good example of such a policy and Hopkins and Frech III (2001) find evidence that the increase in private insurance coverage associated with LHC has led to an increase in Medicare quality.

Similarly, changes to Medicare could be used to increase private health insurance coverage very effectively due to the sensitivity of the consumer choice line.

2.4 Dynamics

The model outlined so far is an equilibrium model, but can also offer insights into the dynamics of the private health insurance industry, using dynamics based on the consumer choice curve. Elements of this dynamic process would be present in the likely scenario that information on Medicare quality is slower to disseminate than information on premiums.

The insurer is assumed to be very backward looking. It begins by setting a premium based on the expected costs of the entire community. Then the adverse selection process begins as consumers choose whether to insure or not. There will always be a higher (or equal) proportion of the high-risk group choosing to insure at any premium level. This means that the risk profile of the people insured is actually riskier than the insurer has accounted for. In the next period, the insurer increases the premium so that it would make zero expected profits if all those people currently insured maintained their insurance. Again, it is likely
that the risk profile of the insured group will become riskier as low-risk people choose not to insure and the spiral of falling coverage and rising premiums dubbed the ‘adverse selection death spiral’ continues.

In our world, the magnitude of the effects of adverse selection can be very variable. For example, in Figure 7, adverse selection reduces the proportion of people covered by only 3%, whilst in Figure 8 adverse selection leads to market failure.

*Figure 7: Adverse selection at its least potent*
An important point to note in Figure 8 is the slowing down of the adverse selection spiral so it appears that equilibrium will be established and then the quick failure of the market. This suggests that there might be some threshold level of coverage in the dynamic process at which the adverse selection effects move into overdrive. A slow decline of Australian coverage might thus be followed quickly by market collapse.

The dynamics of this model are unrealistically simple. For example, the insurers always make losses (without any shocks). If insurers were more forward looking then the adverse selection process would be expected to move faster. At the
extreme case, if both insurers and consumers have perfect foresight then the market would move to its equilibrium position immediately. On the other hand, consumer inertia would cause the process to slow. If randomness were added to the insurance company payouts then the process would also slow as an expected loss could be a signal of inadequate premiums or just a random negative shock.

The dynamic process outlined above must have some bounds due to the Medicare budget curve. This makes the dynamics much more complicated and means that no equilibrium might necessarily be reached. Instead as information on Medicare quality is revealed, consumers might move in herds and coverage and Medicare quality could oscillate.

3. Applications of the Model

The model can be used to explain recent changes in health insurance policy, and to develop future policy. I will analyse cost changes, subsidies, Lifetime Health Cover, the Medicare Levy Surcharge and part-insurance contracts using the model with various extensions. Generally, I will consider how the shocks affect the consumer choice curve, with obvious extension to the entire market using Figure 2.
3.1 Rising costs and subsidies

Treatment costs have been rising in Australia due, amongst other things, to privately insured patients moving from public hospitals to private hospitals. It is likely that the utility benefits from being treated in a private hospital are insignificant in comparison to the extra costs faced by insurers of private treatment. This means that the consumer choice curve would shift left resulting in both lower private health insurance coverage and lower Medicare quality.

In the long run, health costs have tended to increase faster than inflation. This has been attributed to slow relative productivity growth as healthcare is a labour intensive industry and cost increasing technological change. With costs rising in both public treatment and private treatment there are two effects to consider. If the Government provides money for new treatments through public hospital and Medicare funding then private health insurance becomes more and more expensive for the consumer in comparison to the unchanged price of Medicare. Coverage therefore decreases. If the Government does not alter its funding of Medicare then there is a relative decrease in funding and both the consumer choice curve and the budget curve shift left resulting in an ambiguous change in coverage but a decrease in (relative) Medicare quality.

Subsidies have the opposite effect to rising costs although there is no utility effect whatsoever. Subsidies thus push the consumer choice curve right – and the model predicts a significant effect on coverage. However, PHIIS and the 30%
rebate did not have much effect. A major reason for this was the lack of no-gap insurance and the subsequent lack of financial attractiveness of private insurance for lower-income earners (supported by Hall et al 1999). A lagged effect from the 30% rebate, effective because of the introduction of no-gap insurance, might therefore be responsible for some of the increase in coverage attributed to LHC.

3.2 The Medicare Levy Surcharge

In order to model the effects of the Medicare Levy Surcharge (discussed in Section 2.4) it is necessary to introduce some sort of heterogeneity of income. I introduce this in the simplest way possible – as two income classes, high and low. There are thus four types of people: high-risk/high-income, high-risk/low-income, low-risk/high-income and low-risk/low-income. Each type has heterogeneity of risk attitude as well. It is assumed there is no correlation between risk attitude and income, but there may be a correlation between risk type and income.

The Medicare Levy Surcharge is modelled exactly as it is: 1% of income is payed to the Government if the high-income person does not have private insurance.
This gives the following equilibrium equations:

\[
\rho = \frac{S_L \left( (h^H \alpha^H_h + h^L \alpha^L_h) (1 - P_h) + (l^H \alpha^H_l + l^L \alpha^L_l) (1 - P_l) \right)}{h^H \alpha^H_h + h^L \alpha^L_h + l^H \alpha^H_l + l^L \alpha^L_l}
\]

\[(y_L - \rho)^{\alpha^L_h} = w(P_h)(y_L)^{\alpha^L_h} + (1 - w(P_h))(y_L - (1 - m)S_L)^{\alpha^L_h} \]

\[(y_H - \rho)^{\alpha^H_h} = w(P_h)(Ay_H)^{\alpha^H_h} + (1 - w(P_h))(Ay_H - (1 - m)S_H)^{\alpha^H_h} \quad (10)\]

\[(y_L - \rho)^{\alpha^L_l} = w(P_l)(y_L)^{\alpha^L_l} + (1 - w(P_l))(y_L - (1 - m)S_L)^{\alpha^L_l} \]

\[(y_H - \rho)^{\alpha^H_l} = w(P_l)(Ay_H)^{\alpha^H_l} + (1 - w(P_l))(Ay_H - (1 - m)S_H)^{\alpha^H_l} \]

The \( H \) and \( L \) superscripts represent high and low income while \( h \) and \( l \) remain as high and low risk. \( A \) is the proportion of income left after paying the surcharge.

So for the numerical calculations it will be 0.99. I have assumed that the surcharge does not reduce in the sick state of the world, with no private health insurance. This could be questioned, as \( S \) could include reducing taxable income and thus reducing the surcharge, but in any case some sort of assumption would have to be made.

The other new assumption that has been made also concerns the fact that the cost of the illness to the consumer is likely to be dependent on income. The high-income people will have a higher cost (\( S_H > S_L \)). Since the cost of treatment to the insurer is independent of whether they are treating a high-income or low-
income person, I have assumed that the cost to the insurer is the cost of sickness of the low-income people.

Medicare is assumed to reduce each income/risk type’s cost by the same proportion.

A non-zero equilibrium of equation (10) is unique in the same way as the original system, although with five unknowns to determine.

Numerical simulations of this model were performed, as once again there is no explicit solution. The heterogeneity of income changes none of the general comparative statics.

Result for the simulation using the following parameter values is reported below:

\[ P_L = 0.9, \ P_H = 0.5, \ L = 6H, \ Y_L = 10, \ Y_H = 20, \ S_L = 5, \ S_H = 8, \ A = 0.99. \]

\[ L \] is the number of low-income people and \( H \) is the number of high-income. These parameter values reflect Australian Tax Office statistics of 1,444,521 people earning over the $50,000 threshold and 8,691,313 earning less than this amount (ATO 1999). Note that although high-income cost is greater than low-income cost, it is smaller as a proportion of income. This captures the fact that sickness involves both a direct cost and an indirect cost. I have assumed no correlation between income and risk-type for the simulation.
Comparing the consumer choice curve under heterogeneous income with that under uniform income, we see that the surcharge has altered the shape of the consumer choice curve, although it is still very steep (Figure 9). (The Medicare quality axis is distorted to make for easier viewing). Figure 9 shows how the surcharge lowers premiums by forcing high-income/low-risk people into the market, which encourages low-income/low-risk people to purchase private insurance.

*Figure 9: The quality of Medicare vs coverage and premiums for the basic and two-income models (m axis distorted)*
The surcharge will have the effect of increasing private health insurance coverage both directly and indirectly. It will increase coverage by those paying the surcharge being more likely to privately insure. It will also increase coverage indirectly, as the previous effect will put downward pressure on premiums by forcing low-risk/high-income people to insure and this will make insurance more attractive to other groups.

Is lowering the threshold a policy option? In terms of private insurance coverage it certainly is. Even without any action taken to lower the threshold, the real threshold will fall in the future. It is not linked to inflation and therefore bracket creep will gradually move a higher proportion of Australians over the threshold and increase the incentives to privately insure.

3.3 *Lifetime Health Cover*

Lifetime Health Cover involves elements of both imperfect risk-discrimination and inter-temporal decision-making. The main model developed in this paper is useful only in terms of the former but I will attempt to consider the latter through other models.

3.3.1 Risk discrimination

To model the risk-discrimination aspect of LHC, several adjustments must be made to the basic model. Firstly, two new types of individuals are introduced:
old \((O)\) and young \((G)\).\(^5\) The insurers maintain their ambition to make expected profits equal to zero but may charge differing premiums to the two groups.

\[ \rho_O = (1 + x)\rho_G \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where \(\rho_O\) is the premium charged to old people, \(\rho_G\) is the premium charged to young people and \(x\) is a constant decided by the insurers, which I will assume is greater than zero. Cross-subsidisation between old and young is allowed.

There are still only two types of risk, high and low, so that the results will be comparable to those of the basic model.\(^6\) The insurers observe old and young rather than high-risk or low-risk. The proportion of old people who are high-risk is higher than the proportion of young people. There are four groups of people in the model: old/high; old/low; young/high; and young/low. I will assume that income, risk attitude and the costs of being sick are independent of age group.

The system can be characterised by five equations.\(^7\)

---

\(^5\) I am using \(G\) as \(y\) is already being used for income.

\(^6\) Another way to model this would be to make different probabilities of being sick and high-risk for old and young people. This would lessen the comparability of the results to the basic model and thus allow less interpretation of the effect of introducing LHC.

\(^7\) See Appendix 2 for a sketch of proof of uniqueness.
\[
\rho = \frac{S \left( (h^O \alpha^O_h + h^G \alpha^G_h)(1 - P_h) + (l^O \alpha^O_l + l^G \alpha^G_l)(1 - P_l) \right) }{(1 + x)(h^O \alpha^O_h + l^O \alpha^O_l) + h^G \alpha^G_h + l^G \alpha^G_l}
\]

\[
(y - \rho(1 + x))^{\alpha^O_h} = w(P_h)(y)^{\alpha^O_h} + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha^O_h}
\]

\[
(y - \rho)^{\alpha^G_h} = w(P_h)(y)^{\alpha^G_h} + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha^G_h}
\]

\[ (y - \rho)^{\alpha^O_l} = w(P_l)(y)^{\alpha^O_l} + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha^O_l} \]

\[ (y - \rho)^{\alpha^G_l} = w(P_l)(y)^{\alpha^G_l} + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha^G_l} \]

The superscripts \( O \) and \( G \) refer to old and young while \( h \) and \( l \) refer to high and low-risk types respectively.

For the first numerical simulation, ‘young’ is those aged below 50 while ‘old’ is aged 50 and above. Australian Bureau of Statistics figures (ABS 2001) give this young population as approximately 14 million and the old population as 5.5 million. I will also assume that the ratio of high-risks to low-risks is exactly the same as the ratio of old to young.\(^8\) For the second numerical simulation, the latter assumption is retained but the threshold age is lower, so there is a more even balance between high and low-risk types.

\[ \text{This allows the possibility of perfect discrimination.} \]
Numerical Simulation Results

Numerous simulations were conducted using the LHC model. The results were similar across simulations: if LHC introduced enough risk discrimination then coverage would jump significantly, otherwise it would converge to the same solution as with no LHC, but much more slowly.

For example, using the following parameters:

\[ P_h = 0.8, \ P_l = 0.9, \ y = 10, \ S = 5, \ m = 0.39, \ Old = 50, \ Young = 50 \]

In the basic model equilibrium, no low-risk people insure and not all high-risk people insure. The coverage comes to equilibrium quickly at 37.1% of the population.

Running this simulation and picking the premium loading to give maximum coverage gives the results shown in Figure 10. When knowing a person’s age provides no additional information of their risk-type (Pr(h|O)=0.5), for maximum coverage the premium loading is zero and the basic model equilibrium is achieved. The same is true up to Pr(h|O)=0.7. Then the degree of risk-discrimination becomes high enough that, with an appropriate premium loading, a significant proportion of low-risk/young people can be attracted to private insurance at the expense of a small number of high-risk/old people. For Pr(h|O)=0.8 and above, all high-risk people and low-risk young people insure.
Coverage still increases from this point as the amount of low-risk/old people decreases with improving risk-discrimination.

**Figure 10: Degree of risk-discrimination vs coverage for second simulation parameters**

This simulation suggested two things, both of which are positive for the private health insurance industry: the risk-discrimination part of LHC will either stabilise the industry at a much greater level of coverage or it will lead to a much slower adverse selection spiral, depending on how closely risk and age are correlated.

For health insurance, age discrimination seems to be a good proxy for risk as shown by Figure 11. The level of discrimination available through LHC is

---

9 However, Figure 11 says nothing about the variance of benefits within each age group.
therefore likely to be high enough to impact on the consumer choice curve and hence coverage – which is what we have seen to date.

**Figure 11: Age vs benefits per person for private health insurance**

![Figure 11: Age vs benefits per person for private health insurance](image)


3.3.2 Inter-temporal decision making

Another important aspect of LHC is the inter-temporal dimension it brings to insurance decisions. LHC increases the period a person must consider in making their insurance decision, as future premiums are related to the decision. Since the future is, by its very nature, uncertain, and uncertainty increases the farther we look into the future, LHC increases consumer uncertainty. The increase in uncertainty means that people are more likely to insure when they are young so they get the benefits of lower premiums in the future if they find they have a high risk of illness. Young people insuring means that premiums fall and encourages
more people to insure, and the young people are more likely to insure in the future due to the lower premiums they have to pay.

The increased time frame forced by LHC also makes expectations of future premiums and industry structure important. For example, if a young person believes that the industry will not exist in the future then they will not insure, as they believe the future net benefits of insuring now will not materialise. On the other hand, if the belief is that Medicare will not exist, then expectations might work in the opposite direction. Multiple equilibria ideas developed in international macroeconomics can be applied to this sort of situation.

3.4 Part-insurance policies

A question that arises in the framework previously developed, is whether insurers can modify their policies so consumers risk-differentiate themselves. This is a classic argument against insurers claims that they will suffer from asymmetric information problems (first developed by Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976). By specifying both price and quantity in the available insurance contracts, consumer self-selection can lead to a separation of high and low-risk types. High-risks will buy full insurance at a high price, while low risks will buy part insurance at a lower price. However, in the presence of differing risk attitudes as well as risk types, risk differentiation may not be successful. Policies aimed at attracting low-risk people might actually attract less risk-averse people. In the model
developed in this paper, there exist both differing risk-types and risk attitudes so it would seem uncertain whether risk differentiation is a viable option for insurers.

The Australian industry has been developing policies targeted at low-risk people such as younger people. Insurers are doing a better job than this model can do as they attempt to remove insurance of costly procedures that only affect high-risk groups such as the widely publicised NIB Bodyguard policy, which does not insure for some services such as hip replacements. Targeted policies like this, using correlations between diseases and risk-type, would be effective in improving the risk-profile of the people with private insurance. However, the Government is unlikely to allow insurers to begin a program of widespread elimination of diseases from insurance policies, as it undermines the community rating principle.

The policies I will consider will not be targeted, but merely part-insurance policies. Instead of relieving the consumer of all the costs associated with sickness a part-insurance policy will only remove a proportion of these costs ($r$). I will also assume initially that there is no cross-subsidisation between policies. This is altered in the simulations and makes no difference to the conclusions.

Any equilibrium can be characterised by the following equations:
\[ \rho' = \frac{S(h \max(\alpha_h^f - \alpha_h^m, 0)(1 - P_h) + l \max(\alpha_l^f - \alpha_l^m, 0)(1 - P_l))}{h \max(\alpha_h^f - \alpha_h^m, 0) + l \max(\alpha_l^f - \alpha_l^m, 0)} \]

\[ \rho'^f = \frac{S(h \min(\alpha_h^f, \alpha_h^m)(1 - P_h) + l \min(\alpha_l^f, \alpha_l^m)(1 - P_l))}{h \min(\alpha_h^f, \alpha_h^m) + l \min(\alpha_l^f, \alpha_l^m)} \]

\[ (y - \rho')^\alpha_m = w(P_h)y^{\alpha_m} + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_m} \]

\[ (y - \rho')^\alpha_f = w(P_l)y^{\alpha_f} + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_f} \] (13)

\[ w(P_h)(y - \rho')^\alpha_f + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - r)S - \rho')^\alpha_f = \]

\[ w(P_h)y^{\alpha_f} + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_f} \]

\[ w(P_l)(y - \rho')^\alpha_f + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - r)S - \rho')^\alpha_f = \]

\[ w(P_l)y^{\alpha_f} + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - m)S)^{\alpha_f} \]

\[ (y - \rho')^\alpha_f = w(P_h)(y - \rho')^\alpha_f + (1 - w(P_h))(y - (1 - m)S - \rho')^\alpha_f \]

\[ (y - \rho')^\alpha_f = w(P_l)(y - \rho')^\alpha_f + (1 - w(P_l))(y - (1 - r)S - \rho')^\alpha_f \]

\( \rho' \) is the part-insurance premium, \( \rho'^f \) is the full insurance premium. The six utility equalisation equations find the risk averseness such that the following give the same utility: full insurance and Medicare \( (\alpha_h^m, \alpha_l^m) \); full insurance and part insurance \( (\alpha_h^f, \alpha_l^f) \); and part insurance and Medicare \( (\alpha_h^r, \alpha_l^r) \). The [0,1] risk attitude interval can then be divided up as the more risk averse a person is (the lower is \( \alpha \)), the more insurance they will want. Maximum and minimum
functions must be used so that negative values of the number of people insured in one of the policies cannot occur.

If cross-subsidisation occurs the two zero expected profit equations merge to become one and an exogenous loading factor must be specified to distinguish the premiums of full and part insurance.

**Numerical Simulation Results**

Numerical simulations found that there was no scope for risk-differentiation. If the premium for the part-insurance policy was initially low enough, then low-risk types took up part-insurance and high-risk took up full insurance. Once the insurer adjusted premiums to reflect the risk-profile, all consumers found part-insurance more attractive. The presence of high-risk people in part-insurance drove out the low-risk people and the high-risk moved back to full insurance. The next period the insurer could again offer part-insurance and continue the cycle. The attempted risk-differentiation just extended the period over which insurers made losses. Cross-subsidisation made no difference to the simulation results.

These results coincide with those of Newhouse (1982, p113):

> Those who are below average in demand for services (or below their group’s average) always have an incentive to form a separate group; the remaining bad risks then will attempt to remerge with the good risks and the process keeps repeating itself.
The model predicts that non-targeted risk differentiation through part-insurance policies is not an effective policy for insurers in the long-run.

The other problem insurers must contend with in risk-differentiation is that a part-insurance policy may just move existing members to a lower policy rather than reaching new members.

4. Conclusions

The model set out in this paper has wide ranging implications for Government private health insurance policy. It supports the view expressed by the Industry Commission (1997, p.384) that:

Private health insurance is a cog in a machine. One can burnish the gears of that cog, but ultimately its performance and functioning depend on the rest of the machine.

Private health insurance must be considered in conjunction with the rest of the health system as the quality of Medicare is a key determinant of coverage. The Government should consider both private insurance and Medicare outcomes when formulating policies for either of these sectors.

The model finds that the best methods of increasing Medicare quality will depend on changes in private health insurance. Simply increasing expenditure on Medicare will replace private expenditure with public expenditure in the long run. A policy such as Lifetime Health Cover will increase the quality of
Medicare much more effectively. The remarkable success of this policy, in turn, was shown to revolve around risk-discrimination and bringing an inter-temporal dimension to private insurance decisions, rather than financial outlays by the Government.

The shape of an adverse selection death spiral is explicitly modelled. The results indicate that slowly falling coverage does not necessarily imply that the industry is converging to an equilibrium. At some level of coverage the death spiral moves into overdrive and the industry vanishes very quickly. The relationship between Medicare quality and private health insurance coverage is likely to mitigate this effect.

The model finds limited scope for risk-differentiation by insurers through part-insurance policies. For these policies to be both significant and effective, targeting of particular medical conditions would have to occur, which would contradict the community rating regulations.

So where will Australia’s private health insurance industry end up in twenty years? The answer will be determined entirely by the broader framework of Australia’s health system and regulation. In the shorter term, will the financial losses of the private insurers and increases in premiums after the recent spate of regulatory changes continue? I would suggest that the insurance system post-LHC is likely to be much more stable than before. If a new downward spiral
occurs, it will be slower and policy makers will have time to reconsider private health insurance objectives and policies. The downward spiral is also likely to be due more to the problem of healthcare costs rising faster than inflation than adverse selection. If the industry stabilises completely then policy-makers can claim total success, but at this stage that looks unlikely.
Appendix 1: Uniqueness of Basic Model

Claim: If a non-zero coverage solution of the basic model exists, then it is unique.

Proof: The proof amounts to a proof that the reaction functions will intersect at most once within the boundaries of the Figure 4. Or if they intersect on the boundary there is only one optimal point of intersection.

The first part is proved by showing that the high-risk reaction function slopes upward and the low-risk reaction function slopes downwards within the boundaries.

First, by partial differentiation of the zero expected profit curve the following equations are obtained:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial \alpha_h} = \frac{Sh\alpha_l(P_l - P_h)}{(\alpha_h + \alpha_l)^2} \geq 0 \text{ as } P_l > P_h \tag{A.1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial \alpha_l} = -\frac{Sh\alpha_h(P_l - P_h)}{(\alpha_h + \alpha_l)^2} \leq 0 \text{ as } P_l > P_h \tag{A.2}
\]
Now consider the high-risk reaction function. If the number of low-risk people increases the premium falls (by (A.2) and $\alpha_h > 0$ as within boundary). This means that the marginal high-risk person now decides to insure and the proportion of high-risk people insured increases. Therefore the high-risk reaction function is upward sloping. There are secondary effects of the increase in the number of high-risk people insured – this puts upward pressure on the premium.

For the low-risk reaction function: If the number of high-risk people insuring increases then the premium increases (by (A.1) and $\alpha_l > 0$ as within boundary). This means that the marginal low-risk person now chooses not to insure and the proportion of low-risk people insuring falls. Therefore the low-risk reaction function is downward sloping. The secondary effects are that the increase in the number of low-risk people puts downward pressure on the premium.

Therefore, within the boundaries there is a unique solution.

Showing that there is a unique optimal solution on the boundaries is trivial.
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